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Abstract 

The paper Proposed Item parallel collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm 

(IP-CF). Through designing efficient parallel algorithm, compute-extensive procedures 

are distributed to different processing nodes in Hadoop platform. Taking advantage of 

parallel computing, we accelerate the response of recommendation. The experimental 

results show that our proposed algorithm IP-CF is more efficient and scalable than 

current parallel algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

The recommendation based on collaborative filtering [1-5] has become one of the most 

successful recommendation methods, more attentions were paid to the recommendation 

based on item collaborative filtering by more e-commerce websites [6-10]. However, with 

increasing number of users and commodities, in the calculation of similarity and 

prediction, single centralized calculation can’t meet the requirements of system 

instantaneity and scalability [11-14]. To improve the real-time performance of 

recommendation algorithm, [15] implemented concurrently on Hadoop platform the 

recommendation algorithm based on item collaborative filtering. But in the algorithm 

designed by [15], the item pair on average bought by user is calculated through looking 

up all buying records of the two items as to find all users who bought them [16-20]. Such 

kind of method has time complexity
2 2( * )O m n . Moreover, by regarding user as center, 

the method computes in two MapReduce procedures the score of predicting that user does 

not buy item: send item bought by same client to the same node [21-24]; when the 

prediction is calculated, it’s required to read similarity matrix to the memory on each 

node, read similarity of identical items to each item of the user; it reads too many 

redundant data, and in the case of enormous data, the quantity of both users and 

commodities is too huge to be read in due to limited scale of similarity matrix, which will 

affects the scalability of parallel collaborative filtering algorithm [25-26]. 
1
 

Here we propose item parallel collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm (IP-

CF). We’ll implement concurrently item-based collaborative filtering algorithm with 

MapReduce framework and HDFS on Hadoop cluster. Regarding problems of the method 

designed in [15], IP-CF method calculating user buying item pair is realized by sending 

any item pair as key to REDUCE nodes, sending items with same item pair to the same 

node. The method has time complexity
2 2( * )O m n , decreasing greatly the searching time. 

What’s more, an efficient parallel strategy is formulated, a MapReduce procedure which 

realizes rating prediction function achieved by two MAPREDUCE in [15]. In that way, 

calculation results are kept in memory, lessening communication amount, improving 
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algorithm implementation efficiency and obtaining better real-time performance and 

scalability. Experiments prove IP-CF algorithm is effective.  

 

2. Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm based on item 

Item-based collaborative filtering means matching user bought or evaluated article to 

similar one; then put similar commodities to recommendation list. In a sense of 

calculation, it refers to using all users’ comments about one purchased commodity as one 

vector; each user’s rating of it as component of the vector; then, calculating similarity 

between commodities by means of vector value; after alike commodity of it is acquired, 

predicting current user’s evaluation of non-purchased item based on user buying records 

to get a goods list based on predicted value as recommendation. The algorithm includes 

four major parts.  

(1) Preprocess rating data and calculate item’s average score;  

(2) Calculate rating similarity between items by certain measuring method; 

(3) Calculate predicted score of unrated item by certain prediction rating model;  

(4) Measure time effectiveness and accuracy of the algorithm 

 

3. Parallelization of Item-based Collaborative Filtering 

Recommendation Algorithm  

In the item-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm, the most time-

consuming stage is to calculate similarity matrix and predict user preference. If user 

number is M and commodity item number N, then the time complexity of calculating 

similarity is 
2( )O n m  and predicted time complexity is ( )O nm . Obviously, in calculating 

similarity matrix, calculating the similarity of one item pair is independent from that of 

other pair. Hence, the similarity matrix can be computed in a parallel way. Secondly, 

when user preference is predicted, the calculation of different users’ preference is 

mutually independent. Thus, the prediction of user preference can be calculated 

concurrently. However, the calculation of similarity must complete before prediction of 

user preference. In other words, they’re of serial execution.  

MAPREDUCE is so far a popular parallel programming model. User needs only to 

specify the calculation process of MAP and REDUCE function. The system will 

automatically calculate concurrently on large-scale cluster. Google and Hadoop both 

realized MAPREDUCE.  

With MAPREDUCE model, IP-CF algorithm can be implemented, through calculation 

in three procedures of both MAP and REDUCE. MAP1 calculates each user bought item 

ID and its scoring; REDUCE1 calculates mean value of item ratings; MAP2 calculates all 

item pairs in a same user’s buying records; REDUCE2 calculates similarity between 

items; MAP3 calculates all other items identical to item Item_i; REDUCE3 calculates 

predicted rating of non-evaluated items. After calculation, MAP1 and REDUCE1 get 

items and their mean values, which are saved in AV-FILE. The calculation process is too 

simple that we won’t introduce more.  

  User rating data file USER-FILE read by MAP2 function is stored in HDFS, where 

each line represents item buying records of one user, which are read to MAP nodes in the 

form of key value pair <Key, Value>. Each key value pair stands for a piece of data 

record; KEY is offset of current record against the initial point of input data file; Value is 

item ID and its score in current records; MAP2< Key, Value> calculates all item pairs by 

current customer and their relative ratings. The pseudo code of the MAP2 function is in 

Table1. 
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Table 1. Pseudo Code of the MAP2 Function 

Input: 

Key value-Key, the value of the key corresponds to value 

Output: 

Key value-
'key , the value of the key corresponds to

'value  

Pseudo code flow: 

MAP2(Key,Value) 

{ 

1:GenItemsandRatings( value,item,rating,len); 

2:   For i=0 to len-1 do 

3:      For  j=I to len do { 

4:      item_a=Items[i]; rating_a=Ratings[i]; 

5:      item_b=Items[j]; rating_b=Ratings[j];  

6:         
'key =CombineItems(item_a,item_b);  

7：       
'value = CombineItems(rating_a,rating_b); 

8：       Output <
'key ,

'value >; 

9:      } 

10:  } 

After MAP2 outputs, the system will send items with same KEY to the same REDUCE 

node. REDUCE2< Key, Value> is responsible for calculating similarity between two 

items to which item pair KEY corresponds. The pseudo code of the REDUCE2 function is 

in Table2. 

Table 2. Pseudo Code of the REDUCE2 Function 

Input: 

Item label -Key, Item correspondence rating- value 

Output: 

Item 
'key correspondence similarity 

Pseudo code flow: 

REDUCE2(Key,Value) 

{ 

1:AssignValue(value,ratings_i,ratings_j); 

2:   ReadFileAveRat(AV-FILE,items,aveRatings); 

3:      For each val in value{ 

4:      ReadRatings(val,rating_i[k],ratings_j[k]); 

5:      k++;  

6:         } 

7：       
'value = Pearson(); 

8：       
'key = key ; 

9:      Output <
'key ,

'value >; 

10:  } 

After REDUCE2 executes, the system gets item similarity matrix. It will predict scores 

of items not evaluated by each user.  

< Key, Value> output by REDUCE2 used as input of MAP3, KEY as item pair and 

VALUE as similarity of item pair. MAP3< Key, Value> is responsible for sending all 

item pairs which contain one item in them to the same REDUCE node. The pseudo code 

of the MAP3 function is in Table3. 
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Table 3. Pseudo Code of the MAP3 Function 

Input: 

Item Encoding -Key, 

Output: 

Item 
'key correspondence to Item Encoding, List of similarity-

'value  

Pseudo code flow: 

MAP3(Key,Value) 

{ 

1: ReadItem(key,item1,item2); 

2:   
'key =item1; 

3:      
'value =Combine(item2,.value); 

4:      Output <
'key ,

'value >; 

5:      
'key =item2; 

6:         
'value =Combine(item1,.value); 

7:      Output <
'key ,

'value >; 

8:  } 

 After MAP3 executes, the system will send items similar to item KEY and similarity 

between them to the same REDUCE node. REDUCE3< Key, Value> calculates predicted 

score of non-evaluated items. The pseudo code of the REDUCE3 function is in Table4. 

Table 4. Pseudo Code of the REDUCE3 Function 

Input: 

Item Encoding -Key, List of similarity-
'value , User rating file-AV-FILE, Item average 

rating file-AV-FILE. 

Output: 

Project forecast rating -
'value  

Pseudo code flow: 

REDUCE3(Key,Value) 

{ 

1: ReadFileAveRat(AV-FILE,allItems,aveRating); 

2:   RaedFileRat(user-file,userid,items,rating); 

3:      For each val in value; 

4:      ReadItemSimi(val,item[k],simi[k]); 

5:       k++; 

6:         } 

7:       If not items k in the array Item 

8：    
'value =Prediction(); 

9:       
'key =Combine(userid,key); 

10:} 

11:   Output <
'key ,

'value >; 

12：} 
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4. Experiment Design and Discussion 
 

4.1. Experimental Platform and Dataset 

The experimental dataset used here is chosen from GROUPLENS provided by 

MOVIELENS. The dataset includes comments on 20111 movies by 81454 users. Each 

user evaluated at least 20 movies, at rating level 1-5. The movie rating sparsity is 0.867. 

The experiment is executed on 21 servers (Octa-core CPU) which constitute the parallel 

computing environment. The proposed parallel collaborative filtering recommendation 

algorithm is implemented through Hadoop.  

User rating data in the recommendation system includes user collection 

1 2{ , ,... }mU u u u  and item collection 1 2{ , ,... }nI i i i . User rating matrix ,( )i j m nM r   is 

expressed by a m*n order; each element in the matrix represents user rating of item, 

suggesting user preference for it. The rating can be expressed by 1/0, meaning like or 

hate, or by number, meaning degree of fondness. It is shown in Table5. 

Table 5. User Item Rating Matrix M 

 
1I  … 

jI  … 
nI  

1U  1,1r  … 
1, jr  … 

1,nr  

… … … … … … 

iU  ,1ir  …. 
,i jr  … 

,i nr  

… … …. … … … 

mU  ,1mr  …. 
,m jr  … 

,m nr  

 

4.2. Measurement Method 

Use U to represent the collection of users who evaluate both item i and j; then the 

rating similarity between item i and j are ( , )sim i j , which can be acquired through 

Pearson correlation coefficient [27]. It is shown in Formula1. 

, ,

2 2

, ,

( )( )

( , )
( ) ( )

i ju i u j

u U

i ju i u j

u U

R R R R

sim i j
R R R R





 


 




                                                                     (1) 

To make prediction more accurate, we applied an optimized rating prediction strategy: 

regard the average score of items requiring evaluation by target users as benchmark; find 

out the neighboring collection of target users’ target items; calculate predicted rating of 

target items with similarity of items in neighboring collection [28]; user u’s rating value 

of item i is predicted through calculation formula2 as follows:  
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4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis  

To validate scalability of the system, we designed two groups of tests. In the first 

group, we define calculated node number and the size of testing dataset is variable; in the 

second group, we define the size of dataset and calculated node number is changeable. In 

item-based collaborative filtering recommendation, the calculation of similarity can be 
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operated offline. It requires real-time calculation only to predict user rating. So the time in 

the testing is what’s used for predicting item rating. It is shown in Figure1-2. 

From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we see item-based collaborative filtering recommendation 

algorithm reduced considerably online prediction time after parallel implementation; also 

with growing data volume, it demonstrated favorable scalability by adding the number of 

calculated nodes.  

To compare time effectiveness of IP-CF approach and that in [15], we designed a 

group of test. The dataset is 10M, which runs respectively on 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 

node. The execution time of them is compared in Figure3. The proposed method performs 

better than that in [15] as experiments suggest.  

 

 

Figure 1. The Relationship of Execution Time and Dataset Size 

 
Figure 2. The Relationship of Execution Time and Node Number 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Execution time of IP-CF Algorithm and 
Literature[1] Algorithm 

5. Conclusion 

    The paper introduced item-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm and 

then it proposed a new parallel recommendation method IP-CF, which was implemented 

on Hadoop cluster. By assigning reasonably the process of calculating similarity which 

involves too much calculation and item prediction rating procedure to each processing 

node, the new method reduced data traffic and execution time. IP-CF algorithm proved its 

effectiveness in the experiments.  
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